We present an optimization based approach to simultaneously extracting user interested objects from multiple relevance feedback images. We introduce a novel three-term cost function; the first term measures the smoothness of local image regions within each individual image; the second term measures the homogeneity of user interested objects across different images; the third term favours the assumption that user interested objects will appear most frequently in the positive feedback examples. To model user interested regions in the query image and all multiple positive feedback images simultaneously, we employ a set of local image patch appearance prototypes to link image pixels across multiple images in order to reduce the complexity. Optimizing the cost function segments out the user interested objects from the query and all positive user feedback images simultaneously, which in turn enables the selection of relevant image features for refining image retrieval. We also present an optimization based manifold learning method which uses feedback samples as constraints to perform image retrieval. We present experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our new methods.
INTRODUCTION
In one of the most common image retrieval scenarios, a query image is supplied by the user and the system is expected to return a set of "similar" images. How to define the similarity that bridges the gap between high level semantic concepts and low level features is one of the key challenges in image retrieval research. One way to bridging this gap is through user interaction where the user provides relevance feedbacks to the retrieval system which will then incorporate the user's intention to refine the retrieval results to better match the user's intention and expectation.
Relevance Feedback was first used in document retrieval and was introduced into Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) in early 1990s, now it has been proved to be a powerful tool and extensively used in image retrieval. The technique allows user to interact with the system and learn the user's intention from the feedback to refine the retrieval results. A comprehensive review of relevance feedback in image retrieval can be found in [16] . A common scenarios that relevance feedback works is as follows: First a user finds an example image that are similar to the images he/she is looking for; the system retrieve images based on a query by example or query by image content (QBIC) paradigm; from the returned images, the user labels positive and negative examples which are then used to refine the retrieval algorithm to retrieve a new set of images that will hopefully better match the user's expectation.
One of the crucial problems in relevance feedback is modelling users' feedback, i.e., building a retrieval model based on user supplied labelled data. There are two aspects to this problem. One is what (low-level) features to use to represent the image content and the other is what algorithms to use for building the retrieval model. Early approaches mainly use global features, colour histogram and texture descriptors are the most commonly used. For the retrieval model, machine learning approaches such as support vector machines (SVMs) are popular [5, 12] .
In many situations, users are more likely looking for certain objects or parts of the images. Recent works by several authors [3, 13 and 14] have introduced region based approaches and achieve good results. To enable region based image retrieval, image segmentation algorithm is first employed to segment images into regions and then measure the similarity between the images using region-based features. Two issues hinder the performance of region based image retrieval (RBIR). Firstly, fully-automatic image segmentation is a hard problem in computer vision and its solutions remains unstable and will remain so for the near future. Secondly, even if the segmentation results are satisfactory, we have no way of knowing which region is the one that the user is most interested in unless the user labels the segmented regions. However, this incurs extra burden on the user to manually label the interested regions. Such burden may be unacceptably heavy if the user has to label interested regions on more than one relevant image. The problem is that in order to provide sufficient information to model the user's intention, it is usually necessary to provide more than one labelled images in the relevance feedback process. Therefore, in region based image retrieval, there are really two issues we have to resolve: image segmentation and user intention modelling. Figure 1 . What is the user's intention? Assuming (a) is the querying image, when (b) and (c) are used as the positive feedback the segmentation result of (a) should be (d); when (e) and (f) are used as positive feedback the segmentation result of (a) should be (g).
To model the user's intention in the relevance feedback process, specifically, we first want to find in the feedback images the regions that the users are interested in and we then want to use information from these specific regions to drive feedback features to refine image retrieval results. Suppose the user uses the image (a) in Figure 1 as a query image, which has been reasonably wellsegmented, what is his/her intention? Is the user looking for images with a cow, or grassland, or lake, or all of them? Even another human user can not give the answer without other priors. Using relevance feedback, if the user supplies some more image samples, e.g. (b) and (c) in Figure 1 , as positive feedback, it is very reasonable to assume that the user is actually interested in images with cows. Base on this intuition, some recent work [5, 6 and 14] combine image segmentation and relevance feedback and obtain good results. However, these approaches rely on the performance of automatic image segmentation which is still a hard problem. Actually, we can make better use of relevance feedback. When the user selects some positive image samples, it is reasonable to assume that there is a common object or regions across these images. This information can be used to refine the segmentation results and further reveal the user's intention.
This paper presents a novel framework for region based image retrieval using relevance feedback. The new framework simultaneously segments the positive feedback images into figure (user interested) and ground (user uninterested) regions using optimization. The new model incorporates user's intentions as priors, which not only can provide good segmentation performance but also will result in the segmented regions reflect user feedback intentions and can be readily exploited to perform image retrieval.
CPAM Features
The coloured pattern appearance model (CPAM) is developed to capture both colour and texture information of small patches in natural colour images, which has been successfully used in image coding, image indexing and retrieval [8] . The model built a codebook of common appearance prototypes based on tens of thousands of image patches using Vector Quantization. Figure2 illustrates some samples of CPAM appearance prototypes. Given an image, each pixel i can be characterized using a small neighbourhood window surrounding the pixel. This small window can then be approximated (encoded) by a CPAM appearance prototype p that is the most similar to the neighbourhood window. We can also build a CPAM histogram for the image which tabulates the frequencies of the appearance prototypes being used to approximate (encode) a neighbourhood region of the pixels in the image. Another interpretation of the CPAM histogram is that each bin of the histogram corresponds with an appearance prototype, and the count of a bin is the probability that pixels (or more precisely small windows of pixels) in the image having the appearance that can be best approximated by the CPAM appearance prototype of that bin. Such a CPAM histogram captures the appearance statistics of the image and can be used as image content descriptor for content-based image retrieval.
EXTRACTING RELEVANT OBJECTS AND FEATURES
One of the drawbacks of the segmentation methods used in traditional region based image retrieval is that these methods usually segment an image into several regions. In some cases, one object could be divided into different regions. In other cases, even though the segmentation result is reasonably correct, e.g. image (a) in Figure 1 , the retrieval methods need to figure out the region corresponding to the object which the user is interested in.
In our approach, we do figure-ground segmentation on the query image and the positive image samples which contain the objects user is interested in to capture user's intention, i.e. an image will be segmented into 2 parts only: the figure, which is the object the user intends to find, and the background. In the presence of relevance feedback as user supplied priors, the segmentation results are context sensitive as shown in Figure 1 . In the case when a user uses image (a) as query image and supplies images (d) and (e) as positive samples, the segmentation result of (a) would be (b), where the figure is the cow; whilst using (f) and (g) as positive samples, the result would be (c), where the figure is the grassland. These results reflect the assumption that users are interested in the objects that occur most frequently in the positive feedback images. The joint image segmentation problem can then be formulated as optimizing a cost function as follows.
Geometric Prior
For each pixel i, we assume that there is an associated membership score s i which indicates the probability that i belongs to the figure. According to the image formation model, neighbouring pixels are highly correlated. When we divide an image into regions, two pixels close to each other are likely to fall into the same region. Therefore we can derive a first term of the cost function as Equation (1), which has been extensively used in computer vision and image processing literatures e.g. [9, 11] . 
Photometric Prior
From a high level vision perspective, similar objects in different images consist of similar pixel patterns. Reversely, similar pixel patterns in different images are likely to belong to the same object. However, searching for similar pixels across the images is computationally intensive. Using the CPAM scheme described in section 2, each pixel i can be associated with an appearance prototype k, i.e., a small neighbourhood window of the pixel is encoded by an appearance prototype that is the most similar to the window. Without other prior knowledge, a pixel and its associated prototype should be classified similarly. We also assign a membership score t k for each appearance prototype k, which indicates the probability that appearance prototype k belongs to the figure. We have the second term of the cost function as follow.
Where ik δ is the Dirac delta function which equals 1 iff pixel i is encoded by prototype k.
User Intention Prior
The above two priors have not taken into account the information the user provides through relevance feedback. Decision made according to them would be ambiguous. From an optimization point of view, the cost function E 1 +E 2 reaches its global minimum at a trivial solution, i.e. all membership scores equal to a constant. To make the problem well-conditioned, we consider the scenario where user provides both positive and negative feedbacks and interpret them in such a way that there is a common (similar) object or region across the positive samples whilst the object does not exist in the negative samples.
For each image m, we build a CPAM histogram h m as described in section 2 (further details can be found in [8] ). A summary histogram h + , named positive histogram, can be computed by adding the histograms of the query image and positive image samples. In the same way, we can compute a negative histogram h -from the negative image samples. To eliminate the influences of the image size and the sample size, all these histograms are normalized. Suppose the bin corresponding to the appearance prototype k counts b k + in the positive histogram and counts b k -in the negative histogram, we could roughly estimate the probability that k belongs to the figure as:
Thus we introduce the third term of the cost function as: 2 3 ( )
which favours the classification result on prototypes close to the statistical prior. The underlying assumption here is that the desired objects in different images are similar to each other in the sense that they all consist of similar features whilst the background varies. Thus the size of the positive image sample set is large enough to make the features (appearance prototypes) which indicate the desired object adequately significant. For example, in the case of finding human faces from an image database, if we simply use colour as feature, it could be expected that the colour of skin is the most significant in the statistic of positive samples.
The Cost Function
Combining the 3 priors described above, we can drive the cost function: 
where we introduce the weighting factors λ 1 and λ 2 to balance the influences of the 3 different priors by manipulating the magnitude of the 3 terms. In the experiments, we find λ 1 = 0.3 and λ 2 equals to λ 1 times the total pixel number in the query image and the positive image samples produce satisfactory results.
Clearly, the optimization problem is convex. Therefore the global minimum can be achieved when the derivative of E with respect to s and t equals to 0, which in turn yields a large system of linear equations. Note that the linear system is sparse, we can use the algebraic multi-grid method [4] with linear computational complexity to solve it. The resulting membership scores are continuous, which indicate to what extend the user is interested in the pixels (regions) and thus offer further flexibility. In this implementation, we simply use a hard threshold at 0.5 to get segmentation results. That is, if the membership score s i of a pixel i is greater than 0.5, we would say the pixel is within the object the users is interested in, and vice versa.
An Iterative Algorithm
The initial statistical prior described in section 3.3 is a rough estimation, where the positive histogram represents the global statistics of all positive image samples, whilst we actually intend to capture the features of the desired objects. When we obtain the figure-ground segmentation results, we can refine the estimation by computing the positive histogram h + on the figures only and the negative histogram using both the negative samples and the background regions extracted from the positive samples. Then we update the e k 's and solve the optimization problem again. Using the segmentation results obtained in the previous round to calculate new positive and negative histograms, it usually takes no more than 3 iterations to converge and produces satisfactory results in our experiments.
Incorporating User Interaction via Scribble
The statistical prior implied by the relevance feedback is weak, using which sometimes can not produce accurate results. Also, it is often desirable to let the user indicate directly what he/she is or is not looking for. In single image segmentation, some interactive approaches, e.g. [1] require user to put scribbles on the image to indicate definite foreground and background. In region based image retrieval, [3] ask user to click on some segmented regions to indicate desired object. Inspired by these approaches, we allow user to put scribbles on images to give more explicit prior to refine the segmentation results.
Suppose the user has labelled a set of pixels L as part of the desired object, we simply use them as constraints to Equation (5) by setting s l = 1, l∈ L. As the cost function is quadratic and constraints are linear, the optimization problem also yields a large system of linear equation and can be solved using multi-grid method [4] .
Our approach minimizes user labour in the following 3 ways. Firstly, the user can put scribbles at any stage of the retrieval procedure, especially after some rounds of relevance feedback, when the system has produced some automatic segmentation results, which can guide the user where to put the scribbles instead of letting the user guess. Secondly, user only needs to put scribbles on one image, and these will be propagated to all the images through the prototypes. Thirdly, user can put scribbles on either the figure or the background, or both if necessary.
A Interpretation via a Hierarchical Graphical Model
To better explain our method described above, we can construct a hierarchical decision graph, as shown in Figure 3 , where there are three types of nodes: at the lowest level are nodes corresponding to pixels in the images; at the intermediate level are nodes corresponding to the appearance prototypes; and at the highest level are two terminal nodes corresponding to figure and ground, and the weighted edges measure the likelihood that two connected nodes fall in the same class, the figure or the background. The variables in Equation (5) can also be cast onto the graph as edge weights, where w ij 's connect neighbouring pixels, δ ij 's connect pixel nodes and prototype nodes, − 's which derive e k 's connect prototype nodes and terminals, and λ 1 's and λ 2 's further weight the edges connecting nodes in different layers. When user put scribbles on the images, for example some pixels are labelled as background, we connect these pixels to the appropriate terminal with edges weighted infinite. It is clear that the appearance prototypes we introduced as an intermediate layer in the hierarchical graph serve as a key role which enables the model to incorporate human intention prior and bridges the gap between top-down and bottom-up processes.
Using the hierarchical graphical model, the joint segmentation problem can be solved in 2 ways, one is to compute the state of the decision graph as we do using Equation (5), and the other is to divide the pixels and prototypes into 2 sets using graph cut methods. We will further exploit this model in another paper.
Relevant Feature Selection
Note that we only segment the query image and the positive samples which are presumed contain the desired objects to capture the user's intention. In the retrieval phase, when we need to measure the similarity between two images, one or even both of them may not have been segmented. To measure the similarity of two un-segmented images, we can use global descriptors such as CPAM histogram [8] , and other descriptors; and make use of the knowledge learned from the relevance feedback to weight the features appropriately.
Given the joint segmentation results, we build a new positive histogram h w + on all the figures, which captures the statistical characteristics of the desired object. We call h w + weighting vector and use it to indicate the importance of difference feature prototypes. Note that some prototypes might weight 0 and will not affect the future decision. 
Previous Work
Fully automatic figure-ground segmentation has been known to be very difficult, whilst human is able to identify the interesting object in an image easily. It would be helpful and sometimes desirable to integrate human knowledge into the segmentation process. Recently, there have been increasing activities in the research community to develop semi-automatic image segmentation techniques. Two different categories of research in this area are related to our method.
The first category of work focuses on single image segmentation where human interacts with the algorithm through putting scribbles on the image to indicate definite background and foreground. For example, [1] presents an interactive image segmentation technique based on graph cut, where the human labelled pixels are use to construct a Gaussian Mixture Model, which was then used to measure how a pixel fit into foreground or background. Our framework is also capable of incorporating this kind of user input using the way described in 3.6.
Another category of work is known as class-based segmentation which combines top-down and bottom-up processes. These methods do not require human annotation or training samples. The only user input is to pick a class of images, which implies that there is a common object within them. [2] proposes a learning method using fragment set. The basic assumption of this method is that points inside the object are covered by more fragments than points outside it. [15] extracts from the set of images a hierarchical generative model, which assumes that the shape of the object remains consistent across the images, and there is only limited variation of colour/texture within an object. A more recent work [9] solves the problem of segmenting the common parts of two images, which requires that the histograms of the figures in the two images are almost identical. A novel cost function consisting of two terms was proposed, where the first one lead to spatial coherency within single image and the second one attempted to match the two figure histograms. The optimization process starts from finding the largest regions in two images of the same size whose histograms match perfectly via a greedy algorithm that adds one pixel at a time to the first and second foreground regions, and then iteratively optimizes the cost function over one image whilst fix the other, alternatively. The assumption and the optimization process limits its application in relevance feedback image retrieval, where there are usually more than two positive samples and the object histograms might sometimes vary significantly (See Figure 4 for an example where there are both brown and white horses).
MANIFOLD LEARNING IN RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
Inspired by LLE [10] , a manifold learning method termed Linear Neighbourhood Embedding (LNE) for colourizing black and white images was developed in [7] . The query-by-sample image retrieval with relevance feedback problem is tackled using a classification paradigm via LNE in this paper.
Consider a given dataset consisting of N images, we want to divide it into 2 classes where the first one C 1 consists of the desired images and other images fall into the second class C 0 . Each image can be mapped into the feature space as a data point using the scheme described in section 3. Mapping the images into a d-dimensional feature space using CPAM, we have a dataset {x i } ∈ R d . We make a well-known assumption that data points lie on the same low-dimensional manifold should be classified into the same class, then the classification problem can be modelled and solved using LNE as follows.
For a given data point x i , we can find its neighbours, S i , according to some distance metric. Assumed that the data points are well sampled from an underlying low-dimensional manifold (e.g. figures in different images are different views of an object), x i can be linearly reconstructed using its neighbours, and the linear reconstruction weights w can be calculated by minimizing the reconstruction error using Equation (7). 
Note that the reconstruction weights for each data point can be computed independently. Without loss of generality, we introduce an energy-preserving constraint to make (7) well-conditioned.
The constrained lease square problem can then be solved using the computational technique detailed in [10] as follows.
Define the local Gram matrix of x i as G, where G is of size |S i | x |S i | and the element of G in row m of column n is defined as:
The reconstruction weights for x i can be computed in an efficient way by solving the following linear system of equations:
i Gw e = (10) where
T is a column vector consisting of all the reconstruction weights from its neighbourhood and e is the all-one vector, and then reinforce the constraint of Equation (8) by normalizing w i .
A special situation need to be considered is when the Gram matrix G is closed to singular, e.g. when there are more neighbours than feature dimensions, i.e. |S i | > d, the linear system of Equation (10) is ill-conditioned and can not be solved directly. In this case, the singular Gram matrix G needs to be regularized by adding a small multiple of the identity matrix:
where Δ 2 <<1, t is the trace of G, and I is the identity matrix.
For each data point x i , we assume that there is an associated membership score α i , where 0 ≤ α i ≤ 1 is interpreted as follows: the larger α i is, the more likely x i belongs to C 1 ; conversely, the smaller α i is, the more likely x i belongs to C 0 . Given the reconstruction weights calculated above, we embed them into the decision space to solve for the membership scores and result in the following quadratic optimization problem:
Notes that (12) is different from (7); in (7) we calculate w in the feature space, whilst in (12) we fix w and calculate α in the decision space.
Equation (12) rd round feedback, after applying the iterative algorithm described in Section 3.5; (e) result of Normalized Cut [11] . 2 nd row: some positive samples, the left 3 image are supplied in the 1 st round and the right 3 are supplied in the following 2 rounds. 3 rd row: some negative samples, the left 3 images are supplied in the 1 st round and the right 3 are supplied in the following 2 rounds. 4 th row: extracted relevance objects in the positive image samples constrained quadratic programming (LCQP) problem yields a large scale sparse system of linear equations and can be solved efficiently using multi-grid method [4] .
LNE actually belongs to a set of graph-based semi-supervised learning methods. The LNE model can be cast onto a graph where the nodes represents the data points and weight α i 's, and the weighted edge connecting two nodes x i and x j represents w ij . In LNE, the edge weights are computed by optimizing (7), which is formally derived from the manifold assumption, whilst most other methods use Gaussian functions [1] .
To make the classification graph well conditioned, we construct the neighbourhood S i of a certain image i by finding K 1 nearest neighbour images from the unlabelled set and K 2 nearest neighbour images from the labelled set. The labelled neighbours serve an important role for the robustness of our method. Unlike in many other applications, e.g. in image segmentation [1] , where the graph is guaranteed to be fully connected because the pixels are geometrically connected to each other, thus each pixel is eventually connected to a labelled one. In our case for CBIR, the graph constructed without the idea of labelled neighbourhood could have many isolated components. If an isolated component is not connected to a labelled vertex, it is easy to understand that the decision made on these set of vertices is arbitrary because no prior knowledge is introduced. A more formal explanation is that the Laplacian matrix for such a graph cannot be inverted because it is rank deficient.
Although at the beginning of this section, we mentioned that the retrieval phase would be solved via a classification approach, the resulting α's of Equation (12) are continuous, which can be directly used as the ranking scores for the images. Instead of making hard classification decision, we return the images to the user as retrieval results sorted by their scores in a descending order, which is more appropriate in image retrieval.
With above definitions, the procedure of relevance feedback image retrieval can be described as follows:
Step 1: From the N images, user chooses a query image, at the same time, L 1 positive examples (setting their membership scores
, and L 2 negative examples are identified (setting their membership scores
. These L = L 1 + L 1 samples are used as labelled samples.
Step 2: Perform manifold learning on the N images using the L user labelled samples as constraints to solve the optimization problem by performing solutions to a large, sparse system of linear equations based on (8).
Step 3: Rank the computed unknowns
, …, N, in decreasing order and return the image with the highest membership score first and image with the lowest membership score last.
Step 4: If the desired image is found, then stop, if not, then label more examples and repeat Steps 2 & 3.
EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments on a subset of the popular Corel colour photo collection. The first dataset DS1 consists of 600 images divided into 6 categories: faces, buses, elephants, plants, horses and aircrafts, each containing 100 images; and the second dataset DS2 is larger, which consists of 10000 images divided into 100 categories. Unless otherwise denoted, the default dataset is DS1. Each image is represented using the CPAM scheme described in section 2, which can be done off-line to accelerate the process.
In the experiments, we first choose one image from the dataset as query image and randomly pick 5 images from the same category as positive samples, and 5 images, one from each of the other categories as negative samples. User intention will be captured using the method proposed in section 3 and then fed to the manifold learning interactive image retrieval technique described in Section 4 to produce the first round results. In the subsequent iterations, each time another 5 positive and 5 negative samples are supplied. In the following, we first present relevant object/region extraction/segmentation results, and then we will show the effectiveness of relevance feature selection, and finally report interactive image retrieval results. Figure 4 shows examples of segmenting out user interested objects from positive relevance feedback images. It is seen that when more and more samples are supplied by the user, the desired object becomes more and more significant whilst the background varies more and more. Hence the segmented figures become more and more homogeneous. In terms of human labour, our approach takes no more input than other Region-Based Image Retrieval (RBIR) methods that use relevance feedback [e.g. 8], where they need to employ 3 rd party automatic segmentation methods to segment the dataset beforehand. In Figure 6 and Figure 7 , we also show the segmentation results of a state of the art automatic segmentation technique [11] as comparison. These results illustrate that learning from relevance feedback can provide context-aware segmentation results that are much better than single image segmentation.
Relevant Region Extraction
It can be seen from Figure 4 that some results are not perfect in term of segmentation, though from an image retrieval perspective, the objects have become more significant and user intention is better reflected than in the original images. Using the method detailed in section 3.6, user can interact with the system to refine segmentation results by putting scribbles on images. Examples are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 4 , where the user put red scribble to indicate undesired objects; (b) Refined segmentation result of (a); (c) Another automatic segmentation result. Note that user did not put scribbles on (c), user interaction has been propagated from (a) to produce the refined result in (d).
We also compare the object extraction ability of our method and the cosegmentation method of [9] , results are shown in Figure 6 . In general, our technique is able to extract object of interest and the accuracy increases as more iterations is used. Note that the results are produced under different conditions, where our results used 16 positive samples and 15 negative samples whilst those of [9] used only 2 images. Figure 6 . Two images from the bus category. 1 st row: original images; 2 nd row: our results; 3 rd row: results of [9] , directly cut from the paper.
Relevant Feature Selection
As described in Section 3.8, once we have extracted relevant figures, we can weight the features of the image for relevant image retrieval. To illustrate the effectiveness of our relevant feature selection scheme, we calculated the intra-class variances using the global histograms via standard Euclidian distance and weighted histograms after 3 rounds of interactions. Learning the feature weights from relevance feedback averagely decreases the variance within all classes by 21.3%. The improvement is especially significant for the categories that have large intra-class variances before relevant feature selection, e.g. the variance was reduced by 45.5% for the faces category.
Interactive Image Retrieval
To illustrate the effectiveness of the method in interactive image retrieval, we plot precision-recall curves. Figure 7 shows an example of retrieving the Elephant category of images and. It is seen that the retrieval performance improves significantly by the 3 rd round of interaction. In these experiments, we use LNE proposed in Section 4 for interactive feedback. The performance of different CBIR/RBIR approaches is affected by many factors, especially the features used. To produce fair comparisons, we perform experiments against SVMs with Gaussian kernel which have been extensively used in relevance feedback image retrieval [5, 12] , using the same features. The dataset employed in this experiment is DS2. Figure 8 shows the precision recall performance of SVM and LNE using the original features and weighted features. It is seen that LNE outperform SVMs in both cases. More importantly, for both feedback methods, using our relevant feature selection improves the performances. These results demonstrate that our new framework for relevant region/object segmentation and relevant feature selection can effectively model the user feedback for improving interactive image retrieval. Figure 9 shows the average retrieval accuracy over iterations. The performance of SVM suffers from small training set, its performance is poor in the first iteration when there is only 5 positive and 5 negative training samples, whilst the LNE method is more stable. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented an innovative optimization-based approach for modeling user feedback intentions in interactive image retrieval. The novel method embeds image formation prior, statistical prior and user intention prior and simultaneously segment all positive feedback images into user interested and user uninterested regions. These segmented user interested regions and objects are then used for the selection of relevant image features. An important feature of the new model is that it makes use of visual appearance prototypes which form bridges linking similar objects in different images which makes it possible to use all feedback images to obtain more robust user intention priors thus improving the object segmentation results. We have presented experimental results which have shown that the new method is effective in modeling user intentions and can improve image retrieval performance.
